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Abstract

A leading risk factor for chronic disease is physical inactivity. In efforts to assess physical activity and inform designs for prevention, health professionals currently use inexpensive, but subjective validated scales, or objective, but expensive research-grade wearables. In the meanwhile, individuals increasingly use affordable consumer-friendly wearable devices that can objectively monitor behaviours while daily life unfolds. However, the relationships between their outcomes and the validated scales are yet to be calibrated. We report our results from a study on 31 seniors from Hungary and Spain (mean age 70.6 +/- 3.2). Our study quantified the relations between physical activity outcomes, as patient-reported through 53 answers (1.71 +/- 0.96 / person) on the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) with a 7-day recall period, and 5615 days (mean 181.1 +/- 179.2 days collected / person) technology-reported by Fitbit Charge 2. The wearables monitored daily life behaviours of physical activity and sleep for long durations (7 to 120 days). We found strong Spearman correlations between light and moderate IPAQ physical activity in the domestic activity domain, and light-fair intensity Fitbit physical activity (e.g., $r_S = 0.88$, $p < 0.005$). We also found negative moderate-strong correlations between Fitbit sedentary duration and all IPAQ physical activity domains and intensities (e.g., $r_S = 0.64$, $p < 0.005$). We obtained increasingly stronger relationships across all IPAQ domains and Fitbit intensities by monitoring physical activity beyond the scale recall period, quantifying physical activity relative to all activities of the day, and including sleep. Our findings inform the design of longitudinal observations and personalized, focused, and potentially effective interventions for physical activity in seniors.
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1. Introduction

Chronic diseases represent a significant share of the burden of disease globally [21]. They are responsible for 86% of all deaths [36]. In Europe, chronic diseases affect over 80% of adults over 65 and incur 70% of the increasing healthcare costs [3]. The most common chronic diseases are cardiovascular, pancreatic, pulmonary, and neoplastic.

Unhealthy lifestyle and behaviours, such as physical inactivity, poor nutrition, and tobacco intake, explain up to 50% of the risk of chronic disease [12]. A leading behaviour of risk is physical inactivity. There is "overwhelming evidence that proves the notion that reductions in daily physical activity are primary causes of chronic diseases" [5]. However, "the evidence is currently insufficiently precise to warrant separate guidelines for each specific disease, but it is strong enough to cover all health outcomes" [35].

The gold standard for the measurement of physical activity is the subjective patient-reported outcome (PRO, [19]) administered as a questionnaire based on a qualitative scale, statistically validated on a population of interest. However, validated scales for physical activity have the inherent shortcomings of PROs: they are inconvenient, infrequent, memory-biased, socially conditioned, and qualitative.

Research-grade wearables measure physical activity objectively. They provide quantitative, technology-reported physical activity outcomes (TechRO, [19]), such as acceleration and heart rate, and have been clinically validated. However, they are uncomfortable and expensive [30]. Several studies used PROs from validated scales and TechROs from research-grade wearables to quantify the relationships between subjective and objective physical activity [11, 34]. However, their participants wore the devices for a short-term period, and without owning the devices.

Consumer-friendly wearables measure continuously, accurately, and objectively quantitative TechROs of physical activity during daily life for long, or longitudinal periods [9]. Also, more individuals opt for consumer-friendly wearable devices; the market size will likely double by 2022 [16]. However, the few studies using exclusively consumer-friendly wearables to measure longitudinal physical activity, e.g., [6], focused on younger populations.

To our knowledge, there are no studies aimed at quantifying the relationships between physical activity PROs (obtained from validated scales) and TechROs (collected from consumer-friendly wearables) at different intensities in longitudinal, daily, and free-living conditions for seniors. Our study observed N = 31 healthy seniors along 2017-2019. They provided 53 PRO answers and collected 5615 TechRO days of physical activity and sleep. We included sleep in the TechROs to model the interdependence of active, sedentary, and sleep duration during the day [26].

From over 80 scales that provide physical activity PROs [22], we chose the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). The IPAQ is "developed to measure health-related physical activity in populations" [14] and has been validated on seniors. In our study, it was feasible to administer the long (and more detailed) variant of the IPAQ.

From over 200 models of consumer-friendly wearables that provide physical activity TechROs [15], we chose Fitbit (Fitbit, Inc.). Fitbit aims at motivating consumers to "reach health and fitness goals by tracking activity, exercise, sleep, weight, and more" [10]. It has been selected for Digital Health Software Precertification by the US FDA [32]. Fitbit monitors daily life behaviours accurately and continuously, operationalizes the critical human factors for prolonged wear by senior end-users, and facilitates reliable behavioural data collection. We selected Fitbit Charge 2, a watch model with a user-friendly display, previously validated with seniors [31].

Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes our method. Section 4 foregrounds our results. Section 5 discusses our findings. The last section concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Validated scales of physical activity and sleep have only moderate validity and reliability [24]. Sims et al. have shown that seniors reporting physical activity overestimate the amount undertaken (N = 20, mean age 72.2, [28]). Also, two studies by Anderson (N = 421, ages 87-89, [4]) and Van Der Berg (N = 69, ages 57-97, [33]) have shown that subjective sleep is less reliable than objective sleep.

Several studies have compared PROs to TechROs by using a validated scale in tandem with a research-grade wearable. For example, Garriguet et al. have found a Spearman $r_S = 0.23$ correlation between PRO and TechRO moderate and vigorous activity. The latter was reported by Actical accelerometers worn for seven days (N = 112, ages 18-79, [11]). Wanner et al. have obtained a Spearman $r_S = 0.41$ correlation between vigorous physical activity from...
PROs and TechROs. They used ActiGraph GTX3+ accelerometers worn for eight days (N = 346, mean age 54.6, [34]). These studies have focused on younger populations for a short-term period (typically one week).

Other studies have compared TechROs from both research-grade and consumer-friendly wearables by requiring the participants to wear them simultaneously. Gomersall et al. have reported Spearman $r_s = 0.80$ correlations between ActiGraph GTX3+ and Fitbit One for moderate and vigorous physical activity (N = 29, mean age 39.6, [13]). Participants wore both devices on the hips for two sessions of seven days each. Brewer et al. have found a Pearson $r = 0.69$ correlation between moderate and vigorous physical activity measured by ActiGraph GT3X+ and Fitbit devices (N = 50, university students, [6]). Participants wore the devices on the hip and wrist for seven days. These studies have focused on younger populations and covered a short-term period as well due to the research-grade wearable and the discomfort from wearing both devices.

To our knowledge, no studies quantified the relationships between physical activity PROs and TechROs at different intensities in longitudinal, daily, and free-living conditions for seniors. In our study, we used PROs from the IPAQ validated scale and TechROs from the Fitbit Charge 2 consumer wearable.

Studies have previously assessed physical activity by using the IPAQ. Silsbury et al. have reported that IPAQ has very good reliability and good agreement with accelerometer measures [27]. Van Poppel et al. included IPAQ in the list of scales appropriate for measuring their intended dimension of physical activity [24]. Prior studies in Hungary and Spain, the countries of our research, have also used the IPAQ. In Hungary, Makai et al. used the IPAQ and found differences in physical activity levels by sociodemographic parameters in N = 910 adults [18]. In Spain, Roman-Viñas et al. have found that the IPAQ has good reliability for all its intensities and domains in N = 110 adults [25].

Previous studies measured the accuracy of Fitbit consumer-friendly devices in reporting daily life behaviours of physical activity and sleep. Ferguson et al. have found the Fitbit One, Fitbit Zip, and Withings Pulse to perform the most reliably across physical activity and sleep constructs (N = 21 adults, [9]). Brewer et al. have reported that Fitbit (Charge HR, Charge, Flex, Surge, Zip, Alta) agrees with the ActiWatch GT3X+ accelerometer in assessing active minutes of physical activity in a study run for 7 days (N = 50 university students, [6]). For seniors, Tedesco et al. compared the Fitbit Charge 2 and the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ in free-living environments in a senior cohort (N = 20, age over 65, [31]). They have found that Fitbit had better overall results in step count, energy expenditure, and sleep duration. Paul et al. have also found that Fitbit One and Flex monitor and provide feedback on steps accurately for seniors (N = 32, age over 60, [23]).

The user experience with the wearable of the target group is an essential factor affecting the duration of wear. McMahon et al. have reported that Fitbit One (N = 95, 70+ years old, [20]) is easy to use on the System Usability Scale [7]. Steinert et al. have found that seniors (N = 20, age over 60) graded the Fitbit the highest in usability.

Fitbit provides a well-documented application programming interface (API). The Fitbit API exposes behavioural data for the entire day, including physical activity and sleep.

3. Methods

Our study had three objectives. First, we aimed at quantifying the relationships between PRO intensities and domains of physical activity and TechRO intensities of physical activity. Second, we aimed at identifying stronger relationships beyond the typical questionnaire recall period of several days. Third, we aimed at reporting the quantified relations from data collected while daily life unfolds.

3.1. Study Design

We conducted the study as part of the EU AAL Caregiver and Me (CoME, No. 14-7) research project and software application (2015-2020) for self-management aimed at healthy seniors [2]. The goal of CoME was to reduce the risk of developing dementia [17] by monitoring its risk factors, including physical activity. The institutional review board at the University of Geneva had approved the study in 2016.

Seniors who owned a smartphone, or were willing to receive one for ownership, were invited to a care centre in their city (Lleida, Spain and Budapest, Hungary). A total of 42 individuals (age: 68.78 +/- 6.30; gender: 26 female and 16 male; location: 28 in Spain and 14 in Hungary) agreed to participate from January 2017 to December 2019. They signed written consent. Their identities were pseudonymized.
Upon arrival at the care centre, participants attended an informational workshop about the project. They optionally received a smartphone and a Fitbit Charge 2 consumer wearable as their own (for the study duration and beyond). At the beginning and in subsequent visits throughout 2018 and 2019, the participants answered several questionnaires, including the IPAQ. They were not explicitly informed about when they would fill the questionnaires to avoid any activity pattern change before the visit. Caregivers assisted them throughout the process. Three distinct periods of answers, or waves, have resulted: wave 1: mid-2018, wave 2: end-2018 and start-2019, and wave 3: mid-2019.

3.2. Patient-Reported Physical Activity (IPAQ)

The IPAQ long contains 25 questions about the typical duration and frequency of physical activity at walking, moderate, and vigorous intensities, in several domains: work, transport, domestic and garden, and leisure. The questions refer to a recall period of one week. The scale provides separate scores of physical activity for each intensity, domain, and overall, derived from the cumulative weekly duration and the energy expenditure. We calculated the IPAQ weekly durations for the intensities and domains (11 variables corresponding to the non-score rows in Table 1). We separately included the scores for the intensities and domains (7 variables). We then added the overall score (1 variable). We obtained a total of 19 PRO variables represented as the rows in Table 1.

We processed the individuals’ answers by adhering to the data cleaning, maximum values for excluding outliers, and minimum values for the duration of activity from the IPAQ scoring guideline [14]. The guide does not provide a threshold for converting the "duration reported as weekly (not daily) to daily into an average daily time". For example, if a senior individual reported seven hours of vigorous physical activity per day, the duration would likely reflect one hour per day. We allowed at most 7 hours of physical activity per day in any intensity by dividing all excessive durations by 7 days.

3.3. Technology-Reported Physical Activity (Fitbit)

We assessed the TechRO behaviours of physical activity and sleep. We derived behaviour variables in two amounts, absolute and relative, with separate semantics. Absolute variables refer to each behaviour separately. Relative variables reflect the difference between a behaviour and the (geometric) mean of all behaviours during the 24 hours of the day. The relative amount was motivated by the interdependence of behaviours during the day [26].

In the absolute amount, we derived the variables directly. For physical activity, we calculated the daily distance (denoted distance), energy expenditure (energy), step count (steps), sedentary duration (sedentary), and the duration at three intensities (light, moderate, and vigorous) as reported by Fitbit (7 variables). As Fitbit had not published intensity thresholds, we also derived the cumulative durations in sedentary and light (sedentary+light), light and fair (light+fair), and fair and vigorous (fair+vigorous) intensities (3 variables). We also calculated the total daily active duration (active) cumulating the light, fair, and vigorous durations (1 variable). For sleep, we included the entire sleep duration of the day (1 variable). We derived 12 TechRO variables in the absolute amount.

In the relative amount, we derived variables denoting compositional components of physical activity intensities and sleep throughout the day. We derived variables for each component of the centred log-ratio (CLR, [1]) transformation. The CLR is a symmetric transformation that does not require a reference component behaviour. We computed the CLRs of two separate compositions: (1) from all physical activity durations (PAC) (4 variables) and (2) from all physical activity durations and the sleep duration (PASC) (5 variables). We included both relative amounts as the CLR of a composition are not preserved in sub-compositions [1], but some studies may not be able to monitor sleep. We derived 9 TechRO variables in the absolute amount.

We considered valid only those days where the duration covered by wearable monitoring was at least 21 hours. We allowed at most three hours of missing data for device battery charging and handling (15-20 minutes to 2 hours). Then we derived intervals with fixed durations of 7, 14, 21, 28, 60, 90, and 120 days to balance the number of included days in the analysis with the available intraday monitoring quality. The choice of 7 days for the lower bound was motivated by the need to acquire enough representative data for daily life, the IPAQ recall period of 7 days, and the significant improvements in Fitbit accuracy for active minutes from 7 days onwards [6]. The choice of increasing intervals to the upper bound of 120 days reflected the duration of a wave, a large number of valid days per person (mean 181.1 days), but also the high variance ($\sigma = 179.9$ days).
We only included intervals with at least 70% of their days valid, such that both weekdays and weekends were expectedly present in a week; the limit is compatible with previously reported consumer wearable use in seniors [8]. For each interval and variable, we aggregated the mean and geometric mean for the daily absolute and relative amounts, respectively. We included 21 TechRO variables in total, represented as columns in Table 1.

3.4. Statistical Analysis

We aligned in time PROs with TechROs by using the administration date of the PRO answer and the end date of the TechRO measurement interval, with a leeway of at most the interval duration due to scarce exact matches. For each participant, we included only the last alignment in a wave, to discard repeated answers within a few minutes and reduce bias towards overly diligent responders. When we aligned PROs with TechROs of increasing durations, the number of paired observations decreased; we thus required a minimum of 10 observations.

We applied the Spearman rank test measuring the direction and strength of a correlation [29]. We chose this test because the PRO and TechRO assessments were interdependent (they referred to the same participant), not all variables were normally distributed (Shapiro Wilk normality test \( p < 0.05 \)), and the variables had distinct units of measurement (making rank correlation appropriate). The 19 \( \times \) 21 = 399 correlations are depicted in Table 1.

The correlation strength and direction are denoted by a signed real value in the interval \([-1, 1]\), denoted \( r_S \). We considered correlations \( r_S \) to be weak \( (r_S \in [0, 0.25]) \), moderate-weak \( (r_S \in (0.25, 0.45]) \), moderate \( (r_S \in (0.45, 0.55]) \), moderate-strong \( (r_S \in (0.55, 0.75]) \), or strong \( (r_S \in (0.75, 1]) \) in absence of consensus in the literature. For brevity, we reported only stronger or adjusted correlations. Table 1 depicts the correlations in its cells.

We reported both statistically significant and non-significant correlations. We adjusted the significance following a partial Bonferroni correction by dividing the significance threshold \( \alpha \) by 12, the maximum number of interval-agnostic TechRO variables in a given amount, and then by 7, the number of interval durations. The small sample size motivated our choice to balance between no adjustment \( (\alpha = 0.05) \) and full Bonferroni adjustment \( (\alpha = 0.05 / 19 \) PRO variables / 21 TechRO variables / 7 interval durations \). We placed the significant correlations in three levels of increasing significance: \( * \) for \( p < 0.05 \) (unadjusted), 1 for \( p < 0.05 \div 12 \) (adjusted), and 2 for \( p < 0.05 \div 12 \div 7 \) (adjusted). We reported the strength and direction of all correlations regardless of significance. For brevity, we only reported one correlation per TechRO interval duration in the cells of Table 1. If two correlations differed by the TechRO interval duration, we chose the one with a higher level of significance and indicated its duration.

4. Results

We included in further analysis 31 out of 42 initial participants who had filled IPAQ PROs (mean age 70.6 +/- 3.2). The included participants had contributed 53 IPAQ answers (1.71 +/- 0.96 / person) and provided 9836 Fitbit days (317.3 +/- 256.9 / person) from which 5615 were valid days (181.1 +/- 179.2 / person).

As observed in Table 1, the energy expenditure had adjusted moderate-strong correlations with the work moderate and vigorous physical activity. The distance had adjusted moderate-strong correlations with the leisure moderate. The steps had an adjusted moderate-strong correlation with the walking score and the leisure moderate physical activity.

For the absolute physical activity intensities, sedentary duration had negative moderate-strong correlations with the leisure and work walking. Light physical activity duration had adjusted moderate-strong correlations with domestic and leisure moderate physical activity, as well as the score for moderate physical activity. Cumulative light+fair duration had a strong adjusted correlation with the score for moderate physical activity \( (r_S = 0.79) \). Fair duration correlated negatively and moderate-strongly with the moderate physical activity score and the domestic moderate physical activity. Cumulative fair+vigorous duration correlated negatively and moderate-strongly with garden moderate physical activity. The vigorous duration had moderate-strong negative correlations with the domestic and garden score, and garden moderate physical activity. The total active duration correlated moderately-strongly with leisure and moderate scores.

For the PAC relative amount, we report an adjusted negative moderate-strong correlation between the sedentary log-ratio and the work vigorous physical activity as well as unadjusted negative moderate-strong correlations for the transport and overall scores. Light log-ratio had a strong adjusted correlation with the domestic moderate physical activity \( (r_S = 0.88) \) and other moderate-strong correlations in the domestic and garden domain, and the score for
moderate physical activity. Fair log-ratio had a strong correlation with garden vigorous physical activity \((r_S = 0.75^*)\) and moderate-strong correlations with moderate and vigorous physical activity. Vigorous log-ratio had a positive correlation with the domestic moderate physical activity and the leisure vigorous physical activity.

For the PASC relative amount (including sleep), sedentary log-ratio had negative and moderate-strong correlations in the work and domestic+garden domains. Light log-ratio had strong correlations with domestic moderate physical activity \((r = 0.841)\) and the score for moderate physical activity \((r_S = 0.75^*)\). Fair log-ratio had strong positive correlations with the work moderate physical activity \((r_S = 0.79^*)\) and the vigorous score \((r_S = 0.78^*)\). Vigorous log-ratio had a strong positive correlation with the domestic moderate physical activity \((r_S = 0.77^*)\), but a negative moderate-strong correlation with the leisure vigorous physical activity.

We report higher correlations in the following objective-subjective pairs as compared to the other pairs where only the TechRO intensity changed. In the absolute amount, we found the strongest correlations between (1) cumulative light+fair duration and moderate physical activity at \(r_S = 0.79^*\), (2) light duration and walking at \(r_S = 0.64^*\) and moderate physical activity at \(r_S = 0.71^*\), (3) fair duration and vigorous physical activity at \(r_S = 0.44^*\), (4) cumulative fair+vigorous and vigorous physical activity at \(r_S = 0.43^*\), (5) vigorous duration and moderate physical activity at \(r_S = 0.46\) (non-significant). In the PAC and PASC relative amounts (1) light CLR correlated the highest with the moderate physical activity at \(r_S = 0.68^*\) and \(r_S = 0.75^*\), (2) fair CLR correlated the strongest with the vigorous physical activity at \(r_S = 0.6^*\) and \(r_S = 0.78^*\), and (3) vigorous CLR correlated the strongest again with the moderate physical activity at \(r_S = 0.66^*\) and \(r_S = 0.63^*\).

Table 1. Rank correlations (cells) between aligned PROs (rows) and TechROs (columns) of physical activity (Spearman \(r_S\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Sleep</th>
<th>Sedentary</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Light Fair</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Vigorous</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Sleep</th>
<th>PAC Light</th>
<th>PAC Fair</th>
<th>PAC Vigorous</th>
<th>PAC Sedentary</th>
<th>PAC Sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Working | \(0.40^{*}\)
| Working moderate | \(0.33^{*}\)
| Work | \(0.40^{*}\)
| Transport | \(0.26\)
| Transport cycling | \(0.13\)
| Transport score | \(0.11\)
| Domestic moderate | \(0.24\)
| Garden moderate | \(0.01\)
| Garden vigorous | \(0.44^{*}\)
| Domestic vigorous | \(0.17^{*}\)
| Leisure | \(0.06\)
| Leisure moderate | \(0.09\)
| Leisure vigorous | \(0.15\)
| Leisure score | \(0.06\)
| Walking | \(0.18^*\)
| Moderate score | \(0.09\)
| Vigorous score | \(0.37^{*}\)
| Overall score | \(0.39^{*}\)

Cells: correlation strength (script), duration and significance (reverse script), and direction (subscript); \(r_S = 0.66^*\) denotes a (negative) Spearman correlation with \(r_S = -0.66\) and \(p < 0.05\) for an interval with 28 days. Significance: \(*\) for \(p < 0.05\); \(\ast\) for \(p < 0.05 \div 12\); \(\roman{ii}\) for \(p < 0.05 \div 127\). Colors: orange (weaker correlation) to green (stronger correlation), only for significant correlations.

5. Discussion

The correlations consistently reflected the negative relationship between the objective sedentary duration and the subjective physical activity across all intensities and domains. The sedentary duration had the strongest negative correlations with walking physical activity across all domains and scores, e.g., \(r_S = -0.661\). The light duration had stronger correlations in the domestic and leisure domains when compared to other domains, e.g., \(r_S = 0.721\) vs \(r_S = 0.49\). Energy expenditure, distance, and steps had mostly moderate correlations in the work and leisure domains, and weaker correlations in the domestic domain, e.g., \(r_S = 0.62^*\) vs \(r_S = 0.49^*\). The correlations indicate that the seniors engage in physical activity while they are at home or in the garden, but their absolute sedentary time may be unrelated to such activity. Instead, sedentary duration correlated with decreased physical activity in leisure, transport, and work settings, e.g., \(r_S = -0.66^*\). Furthermore, energy, distance, and steps did not appear to cause physical
activity at home accurately; energy correlated more with the work domain, e.g., $r_S = 0.57^2$ vs $r_S = 0.44^*$, while steps and distance correlated more with the leisure moderate physical activity, e.g., $r_S = 0.62^2$ vs $r_S = 0.48^1$. This observed difference is consistent with the placement of IPAQ domestic and garden moderate activities in different scoring intensities.

There were stronger correlations across all objective intensities of physical activity for the domestic and garden moderate physical activity, also reflected in the score for moderate physical activity, as compared to other domains, e.g., $r_S = 0.69^*$ vs $r_S = 0.5^*$. This observation indicates that seniors perceive most of the moderate activity to take place around their homes. Objective light duration correlated more with domestic moderate activity, e.g., $r_S = 0.72^1$, while objective fair-vigorous duration correlates more with garden moderate, e.g., $r_S = -0.69^*$. However, the range of objective intensities, e.g., negative correlations, indicates high variability in seniors’ descriptions of domestic and garden activities at moderate intensity.

The longitudinal analysis of relative intensities of physical activity leads to stronger correlations between objective and subjective physical activity. In the fair-vigorous intensity spectrum, correlations of absolute intensities are short-term negative, e.g., $r_S = -0.69^*$. However, correlations of relative intensities indicate positive and generally stronger correlations, e.g., $r_S = 0.75^*$. In the PAC relative amount, there are stronger correlations than in the absolute amount for sedentary, light, and fair durations, e.g., $r_S = 0.88^1$ vs $r_S = 0.72^1$. Objectively monitoring seniors longitudinally (up to 120 days) increases the strength of the PRO and TechRO relationships, despite the IPAQ recall period of 7 days.

Measuring sleep in PASC relative amount further strengthened the relations overall from the PAC relative amount in the sedentary to moderate spectrum across all domains, e.g., $r_S = 0.75^* vs r_S = 0.68^*$. Objectively monitoring sleep, in conjunction with physical activity, increased the strength of the physical activity correlations.

Within a small sample size, we report an initial calibration between the definitions of physical activity intensities in TechRO and PRO. In the absolute amount, cumulative light-fair duration and light duration correspond to the moderate physical activity, fair duration corresponds to the vigorous physical activity, and the cumulative fair-vigorous corresponds to the vigorous physical activity. In the relative amounts, the light ratio corresponds to the moderate physical activity, and the fair ratio corresponds to the vigorous physical activity.

Several limitations characterize the study. A first limitation is the presence of multiple answers per individual, but with high variability, for which we only included one answer per wave. A second limitation is a significant decrease in alignments from the original 53 answers; we allowed for a leeway proportional to the interval duration to allow PRO and TechRO alignments that are both (1) short-term, but strict, and (2) longitudinal, but permissive. The study highlights the challenge of retaining individuals (shared by many health studies) that can provide physical activity outcomes through both questionnaire and wearable. A third limitation refers to the simplicity of the chosen variables and the analysis method (correlations with partial adjustment), driven by the reduced sample size.

We expect to employ more advanced techniques and obtain more results within statistical significance as we increase the sample size in further studies aimed at calibrating PROs and TechROs for health outcomes and longitudinal behaviours such as physical activity and sleep in seniors.

**Conclusion**

We quantified the relationships between physical activity durations reported by the IPAQ questionnaire and the Fitbit wearable in a sample of seniors. Several methodological approaches yielded increasingly stronger relationships across all IPAQ domains and Fitbit intensities, facilitating the calibration of physical activity PROs and TechROs. First, monitoring physical activity longitudinally (beyond the questionnaire recall period). Second, deriving quantifications of physical activity relative to all behaviours throughout the day (compositional). Third, including sleep even in studies targeting physical activity. Our results can inform the design of observational studies that monitor and assess daily life behaviours continuously and longitudinally, and personalized, focused, and effective interventions for senior individuals’ targeting physical activity to reduce the risk of chronic disease and improve health and Quality of Life.
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